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Spectrum Analyzer

Complete spectrum analyzer with
built-in, auto-switching antennas
and on-board analysis software.
The OSCOR is a portable spectrum analyzer with a rapid sweep
speed and operational features suited for detecting unknown,
illegal, disruptive, and anomalous rogue transmissions across a
wide frequency range. The built-in antennas and analysis software
make it easy to deploy, capture, and compare spectrum data from
multiple locations.

SIGNAL ANALYSIS & LOCATION
Reference and target traces are quickly captured, stored, and
compared for a complete RF mapping solution. Signals are easily
located based on RSSI level change. Correlation and Ranging
functions locate and identify analog threats. Users can easily
compare real time traces and peak traces using Masking to log
newly detected signals over time.

ADVANTAGES

Investigating misuse of the RF spectrum
Security surveys for unauthorized or
illicit transmissions
Detecting eavesdropping transmissions
Site surveys for communications
systems (cell towers, microwave links...)

RF emissions analysis

10 kHz - 24 GHz
Frequency Range

4 Hour
Battery Life

OSCOR MODEL OPTIONS
There are four OSCOR Spectrum Analyzer models available:
•
•
•
•

OSCOR Blue - 24 GHz
OSCOR Blue - 8 GHz
OSCOR Green - 24 GHz
OSCOR Green - 8 GHz

The 8 GHz and 24 GHz models vary solely on frequency
range.

OSCOR BLUE VS. OSCOR GREEN
The technical differences between the OSCOR Blue and
Green are limited to the Trace Data Recorder/Spectrogram
functions. The OSCOR Blue Trace Data Recorder saves
intermediate traces at 12.2 kHz resolution every 5 seconds
minimum, where the OSCOR Green Spectrogram saves
intermediate traces at 24.4 kHz resolution every 10 seconds
minimum.

Sweeps from 10 kHz to 24 GHz in less
than a second at 12.2 kHz resolution
Quickly detects localized RF energy
transmissions of all types of modulation
Patented trace analysis identifies RF
energy unique to specific environments
Portable design minimizes setup time
when moving from site to site

9.6 lbs (4.4 kg)
Unit Weight

Compact Flash
& USB-A Inputs
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APPLICATIONS

OSCOR SPECTRUM ANALYZER
TRACE DATA RECORDER
The Trace Data Recorder (Spectrogram) builds an intermediate peak trace over
a user defined frequency span and time interval and repeatedly stores these
intermediate peak traces for waterfall analysis. The intermediate peak trace is
“zeroed” between each time interval.
This function allows users to review signal activity over extended periods of time
- as long as the storage and power limits will allow. Users can scroll up and down
through the waterfall to examine the times at which transmissions occurred and
for how long. Users can scroll left and right on the upper spectral display to view
other signals collected during the same period.

PERSISTENCE
Persistence enhances the ability to recognize signals that may be hiding or
masked by existing ambient environment signals. The Persistence display provides
a trace graphic with a decaying color brightness based on the persistence
(transmit duty cycle) of respective signals.
Signals with higher transmit cycles result in brighter colors compared to signals
with lower transmission rates having darker colors. Therefore, signals occupying
the same frequency bands are visibly identified because of color variations
associated with transmit duty cycles. This function helps users locate signals that
may not be detected by peak trace or waterfall analysis.

AUDIO AND VIDEO DEMODULATION
Audio demodulators:
FM wideband
FM narrowband
AM wideband

AM narrowband
Sub-carrier
Single Sideband

Demodulation bandwidths:
1 Audio: 800 kHz, 200 kHz, 12.5 kHz,
6.25 kHz, 2 kHz
2 Video: 12.75 MHz, 6.375 MHz

Video formats:
NTSC, PAL, SECAM
Wideband AM and FM demodulation
Video demodulation displayed on screen

The OSCOR continues to sweep the spectrum while demodulating.

MULTI-PURPOSE PROBE
The multi-purpose probe plugs into the auxiliary port on the back panel of the OSCOR for capturing carrier current
signals, in-line measurements of cable TV systems, low frequency spectrum activity, infrared signals, and visible light
transmissions. This included accessory provides a plethora of capability in a single tool.

POST-INVESTIGATION RESOURCES
The OSCOR comes with a data viewer PC application that allows user to open, view, analyze, export, print,
and save OSCOR files including trace, signal, audio, and screen capture files.

Built-in 10 dB pre-amp
improves receiver
sensitivity

On-board analysis
software removes the
need for a laptop

Back panel includes
antenna panel inputs and
auxiliary antenna inputs

8.4 in (21.3 cm) color
display touch screen

Ethernet port allows
remote operation
using VNC

HOW IS AN REI SPECTRUM ANALYZER USED FOR TSCM?
The OSCOR’s integrated antenna panel collects RF signal activity and displays amplitude
(signal strength) as it varies by frequency. Traditional spectrum analyzers analyze specific,
known signals; with TSCM, spectrum analyzers sweep the RF spectrum for unknown, and often
disguised, signals.
The OSCOR excels in applications where the frequency of the signal of interest is not known. This is a different
perspective than spectrum analyzers designed for bench top test analysis of a known frequency, or general
purpose software defined radios where the user is required to carry additional hardware. In TSCM, portability
is extremely important. By simply walking around, you can increase the sensitivity of your search by a large
factor and locate the source of the transmission:

In this example, traces are
captured in three different
locations. Those signals are
captured on the OSCOR. Trace
3 shows the strongest RSSI
and the approximate location
of the transmitter.
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Auto-switching
antenna panel provides
seamless real-time
spectrum visibility

